


Whenever my brilliant friend Pastor Craig writes a new book, I take notice.
And this newest release does not disappoint. Winning the War in Your Mind
is a must-read for those who want to identify patterns of unhealthy thinking
and what to do about them. So much about life is won or lost in our thoughts.
This incredible book is packed full of research, biblical truths, and insightful
paradigm shifts that will help you win the daily battles inside your own head.
I plan to give this to every member of my family. It’s that good!

— LYSA TERKEURST, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR;
PRESIDENT, PROVERBS 31 MINISTRIES

We can’t change what we don’t see, and we can’t bring to Jesus what we
won’t take the time to understand. This book is filled with insights from a
voice in my life I’ve trusted for a decade. Craig helps us understand how our
minds are wired, why we do what we do, and how we can take our next
courageous steps forward in our faith.

— BOB GOFF, SWEET MARIA GOFF’S HUSBAND

If you’re like me and have struggled with anxiety or negative thought
patterns, this book is for you. Pastor Craig does an incredible job with
relaying how we can change our thinking so that God can transform our lives.
The best part is that he uses psychology and the Word to bring us truths. This
book will show you how to envision your new life and stop believing the lies
of the enemy.

— SADIE ROBERTSON HUFF, AUTHOR, SPEAKER, FOUNDER OF LIVE
ORIGINAL

Believing lies robs us of the life God intends for us. Through the scope of
Scripture and science, Craig gives us powerful strategies to defeat the lies,
change our thinking, and win with God’s truth.

— DAVE RAMSEY, BESTSELLING AUTHOR AND RADIO HOST

Your thinking determines your destiny. Whether you think you can or think
you can’t, you’re right. This book will give you tools to renew your mind
through the power of God’s Word so you can live a passionate, purpose-filled
life and fulfill your destiny.



— CHRISTINE CAINE, BESTSELLING AUTHOR; FOUNDER, A21 AND
PROPEL WOMEN

Practical and profound. There are few people more skilled than Pastor Craig
Groeschel at taking a theological truth and unweaving the tendrils of
confusion to get to the clear, meaningful application. That is why I am so
confident that this book will both challenge and lead readers toward fruitful
life change. I believe that this topic is essential to the holiness of every
believer, so this book is a must-read.

— LOUIE GIGLIO, PASTOR, PASSION CITY CHURCH; FOUNDER,
PASSION CONFERENCES; AUTHOR, DON’T GIVE THE ENEMY A SEAT AT

YOUR TABLE

Since childhood, I’ve known that the difference between successful and
unsuccessful people is in the way they think. It’s a lesson my father taught
me, and it has guided me to this day. In his new book, my friend Craig
Groeschel brings both science and biblical wisdom to bear on the process of
thinking, and shows you how you can change your thinking in order to
change your life.

— JOHN C. MAXWELL, FOUNDER, THE MAXWELL LEADERSHIP
ENTERPRISE

It’s time to step out of old ways of thinking and start heading toward the life
you could be living, a life in which your thoughts no longer control you. I’ve
personally needed these lessons from my friend Craig Groeschel, and I’m so
glad he’s sharing them with you in his new book.

— STEVEN FURTICK, PASTOR, ELEVATION CHURCH; NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Craig is a bold leader who has committed his life to giving away truth to our
generation. He’s a worthy guide through this important topic.

— JENNIE ALLEN, AUTHOR, NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING GET OUT
OF YOUR HEAD; FOUNDER AND VISIONARY, IF:GATHERING

Craig has taken his trademark enthusiasm to see people win, coupled it with
an understanding of brain science and his ability to communicate God’s
Word, and put it in this book. As you read these pages, there’s a pretty good
chance your brain and your heart will do a little dance.

— MICHAEL JR., COMEDIAN, AUTHOR, THOUGHT LEADER
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Ebook Instructions

In this ebook edition, please use your device’s note-taking function to record
your thoughts wherever you see the bracketed instructions [Your Notes]. Use
your device’s highlighting function to record your response whenever you are
asked to checkmark, circle, underline, or otherwise indicate your answer(s).



Information about External Hyperlinks in this ebook

Please note that the endnotes in this ebook may contain hyperlinks to external
websites as part of bibliographic citations. These hyperlinks have not been
activated by the publisher, who cannot verify the accuracy of these links
beyond the date of publication



This book is dedicated to my dad.
You live with the most positive
attitude of anyone I’ve known.

Thank you for always fighting to find the good
and for inspiring me to change my thinking.

I’m proud you are my dad.
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INTRODUCTION

WHERE ARE YOUR THOUGHTS
TAKING YOU?

OUR LIVES ARE ALWAYS MOVING IN THE DIRECTION OF OUR strongest thoughts.
What we think shapes who we are.

So you might read that and think I’m being an overly dramatic preacher
using hyperbole to get your attention. But this is no exaggeration. Our lives
do follow the direction of our thoughts. The better we grasp that truth, the
better equipped we’ll be to change the trajectory of our lives. But don’t take
my word for it. Both the Bible and modern science provide evidence that this
is true. So throughout this book, we’ll unpack both Scripture and what we’ve
learned from scientific research. Here’s a brief example of both:

In Philippians 4:8–9, the apostle Paul writes, “Finally, brothers and
sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or
praiseworthy—think about such things. Whatever you have learned or
received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into practice. And the God
of peace will be with you.”

In these three sentences Paul moves from

thought (“think about such things”) to
action (“put it into practice”) to
experience (“the God of peace will be with you”).

Paul tells us that our thoughts shape our lives.
In recent years, an entire discipline of modern psychology has developed

called cognitive behavioral therapy. This breakthrough teaching reveals that



many problems, from eating disorders to relational challenges, addictions,
and even some forms of depression and anxiety, are rooted in faulty and
negative patterns of thinking.1 Treating those problems begins with changing
that thinking.

I don’t know about you, but when the Bible and modern psychology say
the same thing, I want to know more.

TIME TO CHANGE YOUR MIND?

In ten years, we will each look in the mirror, and someone will stare back.
That person will be shaped by the thoughts of today.

The life we have is a reflection of what we think.
That’s a crazy thought, right? What we think will determine who we

become tomorrow. And even crazier, we probably don’t even realize that’s
happening! We don’t think about the power of our thoughts, which only
makes them that much more powerful. But God made us this way. What
science is demonstrating today is what God told us through Solomon almost
three thousand years ago: “For as he thinks in his heart, so is he” (Prov. 23:7
NKJV).

So if both the Bible and modern science teach us that our lives are
moving in the direction of our strongest thoughts, then we need to ask
ourselves, “Do I like the direction my thoughts are taking me?”

If your answer is no, then maybe it’s time to change your thinking.
Decide to change your mind so God can change your life. If you are sick and
tired of being sick and tired, of having your life poisoned by toxic thoughts,
of being held hostage by those inner voices, I want to encourage you to keep
reading and stay open. Whether or not you consider yourself a Christian, I
promise there are truths in these pages that will work if you put in some effort
to apply them.

As we walk through this important topic together, I want to show you
how you can change your thinking and transform your life.

In part 1, we’ll examine the battle for your mind and how you’re really
not alone with your thoughts.

In part 2, you’ll learn how your brain works and see how to rewire it.
In part 3, you’ll discover how to reframe your thinking and redesign your

mind around new thoughts.
And in part 4, you’ll become equipped to identify your mental triggers
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